
‘clysion that Lee Harvey Oswal 
killed President Kennedy rests 
Hn large part on scientific: eyi- 
dence painstakingly. established 
through. modern’ technology. 

On the basis of the scientific 
evigjence alone it wag posgtble 
to, establish that the shots 
fired -by.a rifle-owned and pas. 
‘sessed. ‘by OSwald, thatthe 
ishots were fired: from the sixth- 

floor window of a building) in 
‘which Oswald worked, and that, 
‘the fatal wound could have tet 
‘caused by. the bullets from: 
‘high-powered rifle. 
kégphese crucial. points. were: 

struments and skulls filled with’ 

1 Eigen nuclear science was ems: 
pt . Paraitin casts:from Qs; 

od tness reports were con- 
filcting, but the - Commission | 
concluded that three shots were 

i e conclusion. was. sup- 
by ‘the. fact that three 
cartridges fired. by. the 

wend found. on the. sixth 

most probably” “passed 
the chest of: Texas Gov. 

back: of. the: President’s 
“Another’. shot probably 
the. Presidential. limou- 
id: ifs:occupants alto- 
‘The evidence is. Incon- 

hot, — . 
first. step, in this scien- 
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dwriting experts of the 
ry Department and Fed- 

"Bureau: of Investigation. 
‘March; °1963. order: coupon 

‘Klein's Sporting Goods Com- 
of Chicago, signed by A. 

Free. —.an, alias used by Os- 
wald —-. was. determined to be 

in his handwriting. 

t¥ Data Tied Oswald to Rifle 

|The next step. was to: estab- 
lish: thatthe 6.5-m.m. rifle was 
fin’ the’ possession of Oswald. 
'Tne-evidence was: accumulated 
in“a variety of ways, some in- 

ivelving microscopic analysis of 
fingerprints, fibers: and human 
thairs. By itself, each piece of 
evidence ‘was not conclusive, 
‘but fitted together they sup- 
ported the. conclusion: that the 
Fifle:was.in Oswald's possession 

at-the time of the assassination. 
*’ 4fhere. were. no identifiable 
fingerprints on the rifle. The 
rifle’s. wooden stock..was too 
rough to...retain. fingerprints. 
The. metal parts had absorbed 
the moisture of. the skin, thus 
making. fingerprints undetect- 
ibla. eo 
4~:But a.palm ‘print. was found 
on the underside ofthe barrel, 
whichis c@évered over by the 
‘wodden: foregrip of the stock 
when. the--rifle is assembled. 
Mebastian F. Latona, supervisor, 
of..the. F.B.1’s Latent Finger- 
-print Section, and:Arthur Man- 
deila, fingerprint expert. of the 

Néw York City Police Depart- 
ment, found that.the palmprint 
was the right..palmprint of 

Oswald. 0% war gE 
«Palm © prints; like” finger 
prints, are the result of perspi- 
ration exuded: -by: the sweat 
pores in the ridges. Oswald’s 
palmprint apparently was pro- 

tected: against evaporation by 
the: wood. stock. . be 

eefhe palmprint demonstrated 
that: Oswald had handled the 

rifle: when it was disassembled, 
and thereby provided additional 
‘pfoof it had been in his. pos- 
session. ee 
putt of Fibers Matched 
<ifin: a crevice between the butt 
pelts of the rifle. andthe wood- 
en stock, a tuft ‘was found of 

iseveral cotton: fibers of dark 
blue, gray-black. and -orange- 

é shades: Paul -M..Stom- 
baugh of ‘the. F.B.I’s Hair and 
Fiber Unit’ found «that the 
bedlors, shades. and’ twist of the 
[fiters. in the~ ‘tuft » matched 
‘these in the shirt’ Oswald was 
iwearing at the time of his ar- 

je-Furthermore, the relative 

ptreshness of tne rivers was 
‘strong, evidence that they had 
heen caught on the rifle on the 
Waerning of the assassination or 
during the preceding evening. 
f:#On the basis of fiber analysis 
it. was. not possible to state 
with scientific certainty... that 
the. fibers had come from Os- 
wald’s shirt and to exclude the 
\possibility they had come from 
another identical . shirt... The 
évidence, however, was strong 
‘enough to lead the Commission 
ta'= conclude thatthe ‘fibers 
-most . probably” had . come 
'from Oswald's shirt, thus add- 
‘tug. to its conviction that. Os- 
‘wald owned and. handled the 
rifle. : we 
the neh analysis. illustrates 

AS e.. ‘Ge; ee “ ~ 2 Sclenth sophistication, that has, Reon’ 
= es oe 

reached: in: criminal detection. 
Like human hair, :various types 
of natural and artificial fibers 
can be. distinguished. under a 
microscope, . below 

, A major. characteristic. used 
to identify fibers is color. Under 
the microscope many different 
shades ofa color—as many as 
100 shades with green and blue, 
for example—can be differenti- 
ated. . : 

Another identifying charac- 
teristic is the microscopic ap- 
pearance of different types of 
fiber. Cotton, for example, re- 
sembles a twisted soda straw, 
and the degree of twist is an 
additional identifying charac- 
teristic. 
#Viscose, an artificial fiber, 

can. be identified from its color 
and diameter. Another identify- 
ing characteristic is. the size 
and. pattern of the millions of 
tiny spots on the outside of the 
fiber, created when a deluster- 
ing agent is added to cut down 
the luster of ‘the fiber. 

Paper Bag Examined 

Scientific evidence linked the 
rifle and Oswald to 2a handmade 
bag of wrapping paper and tape 
found in: the southeast corner 

of the sixth floor, alongside the 
window from which the shots 
were fired. It was this long, 
bulky bag that Oswald, accord- 
ing to the Commission, used to 
carry the rifle to Dallas from 
the Paine home in Irving, Tex., 
where the firearm had been 
wrapped in a blanket in. the 
garage. . ees 

’ Prints of Oswald's right palm 
and left index -finger. ‘were 
found on the bag. The paim- 
print on the bottom of the bag 
indicated that it contained a 
heavy or bulky object,:and not 
“eurtain. reds’ as Oswald had 
contended. 

Fiber analysis and spectro- 
graphic examination showed 
that the wrapping paper and 
tape were identical to samples 
of the paper and tape taken 
from the. Depository’s shipping 
room on the day of the assassi- 
nation. 

Furthermore, detailed exam- 



ination by the F.B.1. aisciosea 
a single brown, delustered vi- 
cose. fiber. and several light 
green cotton fibers. in the bag. 
Under. .microscopic . examina- 
tion, the fibers corresponded: to 
those of the blanket. in. which 
the rifle: had: been wrapped. 

Paraffin ‘Tests. Made 

Scientific. analysis could not 
“spécificany “prove” that” Oswald 
had fired the rifle. Shortly after 
his arrest; Oswald was given'a 
paraffin test. in..which warm, 
sticky paraffin .was' brushed 
onto his handsand cheeks.-to 
pick up. any nitrate remnants 
of gunpowder. Oswald’s hands 
reacted positively but ‘the test 
of his right cheek showed no 
reaction. a : S ; 

The paraffin: test, hawever, 
is now regarded as unreliable 
in determining. whether’ a per- 
son recently fired © a" weapon. 
Nitrates from: other ° sources 
than the residues of. gunpowder 
can become attached to the'skin. 
Futhermore, in. this case, the 
residues. on the hands could 
have come from. the revolver 
Oswald .used :in killing Patrol- . 
man J. D. Tippit.. ae 

. An-attempe, was. made to, use 
& more conclusive... recently a 

developed test, called neutron 
activation analysis, which _ is 
capable. of detecting infinitesi- 
mal traces of shot residue on 
the hands. and face of a person 
who has recently fired. a rifle. 

This new form of nuclear de- 
tection, which has provided cor- 
roborative evidence in recent 
criminal trials, uses neutron 
radiation to make radioactive 
certain elements in gunpowder 
residues, such as barium. and 
antimony. vod 

The. activated. elements give 
off identifying “fingerprints” of 
gamma, ray radiation, thus per- 
mitting gunpowder traces as 
tiny as 10 billionths of. a gram 
to be. detected,. identified and 
measured. | 

At the. suggestion of Dr. Vin- 
cent P. Guinn. of . General 
Dynamics,,:.who developed: the 
nuclear. crime’ detection. tech- 
nique’ for. the. Atomic. Energy 
Commission, ‘the paraffin casts 
were secretly activated in a test 

{reactor at the Oak Ridge lab- 
oratory and. examined by. the 
neutron activation technique. 

The tests, however, were in- 
conclusive, . partly, it “appears, 
because in the handling of the 
paraffin casts some of the resi- 
dnes were transferred to the 
casts outer surfaces..On the 
chief cast, for example, about 
as much barium and antimony 
was found on the outside sur- 
face, where none should have 
been. present, as. on the inside 
surface, : 

“Bullets Aré Identified 
Using standard firearms iden- 

tification techniques, it was pos- 
sible to establish that. the bul- 
lets had been fired by the rifle. 

EVIDENCE: This is the bolt face of the 4 
wald fired, a 6.5 mm. rifle. Ballistic tests established the 
connection between the rifle and the. bullets that killed 
President. Kennedy ‘and wounded. Governor Connally, 

From the Warren Report | 

weapon. that. Js- 

This identification tecnnique re- 
lies on the fact that every in- 
dividual weapon has’ certain 
distinctive markings, created 
during the making and use of 
a weapon,.‘on its barrel, firing 
pin and bolt face. When.a round 
is fired, the cartridge and the 
bullet. are engraved with these 
markings. : . 

In addition to the three cart- 
ridges. on the sixth. floor, two 
relatively large bullet  frag- 
ments. were found in the Presi- 
dential limousine as well as a 
nearly whole bullet, discovered 
almost by accident when a hos- 
pital -engineer bumped Gover- 
nor Connally’s stretcher. 

Analysis -<by.. four. -different 
firearms experts. showed that 
the cartridges and the bullets 
could: have been- fired: only by 
the. rifle -found-.on -the sixth 
floor. : It, was not. possible, 

|however, to determine whether 
the two bullet. fragments were 
from the. same..bullet..: » : 

| Secret.-Service Re-enactment - 
) As further proof that the 
Shorts “were fired from’ ‘the 
sixth-floor' window, ‘the. assasgi- 
nation: was* renacted by ‘the 
Secret Service at the direction 
of the Commission, = 
Using’ movies that had been 

taken’ by. three” bystanders, it 
was possible, through frame-by- 
frame:analysis,. to establish the 
location of the limousine when 
the President was first hit in 
the: neck. A surveyor then de- 
termined the precise angle from 
the .wound..in: the .President’s 
neck to the: muzzle of the rifle 
in the sixth-floor window. |: — 

. 7 The sangle.was. found to. be 
eorisistent with. the. trajectory 

; Striking ‘Gay: 
ernor Connally’s back and‘ ex<- 
iting {through his right chest. 

hrough . similar . proceduy 
it was established that the Bee Bres- 
ident was 265.3. feet from the : 
rifle when he was hit by the’ 
tal bullet.-:000 ae 

Wounds Are Simulated 
The final step. in. this:.scien- 

tific: analysis was. establishing: 
that the rifle and. fhe:ammuni- 
tion used. could have caused: 
observed wounds. in .Pres 
Kennedy and Governor Cop 
in view of the doubts: raisee 
some ballistic experts. °* 

The. experiments: were :c 
ducted by the Wounds :‘Ballistic 
Branch. at. the . Edgewoodyar- 
senal in Maryland, using the, 
sassjnation ‘rifle and the* $4 
Western Ammunition. It 29; 
found that the rifle had 4 
rific penetrating ability,” 
its bullet. retaining - subst 
velocity even after it had'p: 
through portions. of ‘the 
body. . reac 

This indicated that the 
bullet could have wounded “a 

Comnally.. ‘To establish. 
point, ‘further. tests. were /€ 
ducted: simulating: ‘the:. neck 
wounds ‘of. President ‘Kengedy. 
and the. chest wounds. of Go 
ernor Connally. : 

cerit gelatin composition,’ 4,;5€ 

ond from animal meat. and 

third from other animal .nieat.’: 
They were covered with mafer=. 




